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About Vélo Canada Bikes

Our vision for a Bike Friendly Canada

What a National Cycling Strategy could do for AT



Mission: To encourage Canadian residents and 

visitors of all ages to cycle more often for 

transportation, recreation and touring by making 

cycling attractive, safe, accessible and convenient 

across the country.

Mandate: To significantly increase cycling 

infrastructure and ridership across Canada by 

providing a strong national presence and a reasoned 

voice for cycling

Membership: Individuals, Cycling Advocacy Groups, 

Not-for-profit Organizations, Corporate (For profit 

businesses)



Activities

Yearly, Bike Day on the Hill

National Bike Summit in Ottawa on Parliament Hill 
(2017, 2018)

On-going advocacy for federal action

‘Ride Your Riding’ Program

Partnering with others advocating for similar goals 
at national level



Federal Advocacy

National Cycling Strategy

National Active Transportation Infrastructure 
Fund



National level concerns that need to be addressed

Road safety issues
One third GHG emissions from transportation
Massive latent demand
Non-standardized infrastructure design and outdated 
laws
No national bicycle touring facilities



What other countries are doing…

German federal government has increased its 
involvement by increases in funding and by supporting 
cycling planning and promotion

1990 Dutch masterplan provided funds for bike 
infrastructure to municipalities 

UK National Cycling Strategy of 1996 set the goal of 
quadrupling cycling levels 

US experimental cycling projects have been supported 
with federal funding



National Cycling Strategy

To guide the widespread adoption of everyday cycling 
across Canada



What is a National Cycling Strategy?

Helps achieve the overall goal of more Canadians riding 
bicycles

Is written via consultation with stakeholders

Is evidence-informed, includes financial implications and 
results in a set of policies, guidelines and actions

Guides all levels of government and partners as they 
work to improve conditions for cycling across Canada



What can a National Cycling Strategy 
cover?
•Infrastructure Design Quality

•Role of Federal Government, Provinces, Municipalities 

and First Nations

•Benefits to the Canadian Economy

•Environmental Impact

•Cycling and Tourism

•Road, Vehicle, Personal and Public Safety

•Communications, Messaging and Education

•Monitoring, Evaluation and Review



Who should/could lead a national cycling 

strategy? 

A federal government agency (or multi-ministerial group), 

on behalf of the federal government with leadership and 

support from relevant internal and external stakeholders

Stakeholders include federal government agencies (such 

as Health, Environment, Sport, and Infrastructure), 

Provinces, Municipalities, NGOs, Research institutions, 

Industry groups, Cycling advocates and community 

organizations



What a national cycling strategy will 
achieve

A national cycling strategy can detail how cycling fits in 
everywhere and helps governments at every level understand 
their role and target their investments

It ensures that everyone, regardless of age, gender, 
economic status or postal code is able to personally enjoy 

the benefits of cycling

What a national cycling strategy will achieve

A national cycling strategy can detail how cycling fits in everywhere 
and helps governments at every level understand their role and target 
their investments

It ensures that everyone, regardless of age, gender, economic status 
or postal code is able to personally enjoy the benefits of cycling



National Cycling Strategy as Part of a 
National Active Transportation Strategy





The Opportunity

•A unified voice in communities across Canada

•Coordination and amplification of messages

•Ability to scale up initiatives, share best practice across 
Canada



2nd National Bike Summit:

May 28 & 29, Ottawa

#CNBS18

https://youtu.be/Iz38S_K_kUI
https://youtu.be/Iz38S_K_kUI


Thank You!

Join Us…

www.canadabikes.org


